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General Information
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BITCOIN WEB3 is an open source decentralized finance platform for 
trading,staking,yield farming,and DeFi protocol.BITCOIN WEB3 Token is a 
community driven asset with included tokenomics. We reward holders 
and ensure the value of holdings increases consistently with each and 

every transaction.

Our leadership team is thoroughly passionate about the long term 
growth of BITCOIN WEB3 token.We are placing an emphasis on 

complete transparency, sustainable strategic growth decisions, and 
innovative marketing campaigns ensuring long term profit to our token 

holders.

DISCLAIMER

This whitepaper is for reference and information purposes only. The 
BITCOIN WEB3 does not guarantee the accuracy of or the conclusions 

reached in this whitepaper. Information contained in this whitepaper, is 
produced by BITCOIN WEB3 and its affiliates constitute forward-looking 
statements on the expected development and performance of BITCOIN 
WEB3 and the actual performance and progress ofBITCOIN WEB3 might 

differ from these expectations. There are risks and uncertainties 
associated with it. You are advised to seek your own legal advice and to 

thoroughly assess the risks and uncertainties involved before acting 
upon any information. This whitepaper is not intended to present a 

proposal, investment advice, solicitation of any kind, nor endorsement.
To the maximum extent permitted by any applicable laws, regulations

and rules, not BITCOIN WEB3 nor any party associated with any of them 
shall be liable for any indirect, special, incidental, consequential or other 

losses of any kind, in tort, contract, equity, common law or otherwise 
(including but not limited to loss of revenue, income or profits, and loss 
of use or data), arising out of or in connection with any acceptance of or 

reliance on this whitepaper or any part thereof.
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Executive Summary
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BITCOIN WEB3 Coin is a unique and innovative self-deflationary bep-20 
based crypto token based on Binance Smart Chain. Buy and Hold 

BITCOIN WEB3 Coin and you will automatically get more in your wallet.
No need to farm, stake or claim.

Each trade also automatically adds liquidity on Pancakeswap leading to 
an ever-increasing price floor of BITCOIN WEB3 Coin. This means that 

even if every single BITCOIN WEB3 Coin holder sells, the price will not go 
to zero.

⚫ Community driven project
Though the core development team is always working on BITCOIN

WEB3 Coin it is the community who can guarantee its success. On 
Telegram, Facebook, Instagram, TikTok, Reddit and other social media 
channels, our awesome community is spreading the word about us.

⚫ Rewards holders through static reflection
Our tokenomics incentivize holding. We like to say "we pay you to

hold". 5% of each transaction goes instantly and gaslessly to the BITCOIN
WEB3 Coin holders, proportional to their holdings

⚫ Automatic Liquidity
5% automatically adds to pancakeswap liquidity and is locked 

forever

⚫ The Only acceptable Coin At BITCOIN WEB3 App Platform
Buy & hold BITCOIN WEB3 Coin and all of these coins can be

utilized at the revolutionary online gaming platform based on blockchain 
which solves major issues faced by online gaming industries specially 
Online Casino Community And Price Prediction Games Communities.
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About BITCOIN WEB3
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Although the popularity of online gaming is as strong as ever, 
online users have encountered many problems trying to play the game 
they are passionate about. The problems are complex and varying, but 
we would estimate, based on our market knowledge and anecdotal 
evidence, that about 50% of the market has been lost due to these 
issues. The major reason has been the closure (or ring fencing) of large 
markets around the world due to regulation, strict and less flexible 
payment providers and the change of legal status for casino games and 
prediction games in some countries. As online gaming also relies on 
network effects, the reduction in player liquidity has reduced the 
healthiness of the overall gaming ecosystem. Even regions that have not 
been affected by regulation, have been impacted by the reduction in 
player liquidity in other markets.

In addition to regulatory issues, the industry has done itself no 
favors! There have been numerous gaming room scandals that have 
harmed the reputation of online gamers as well as fraud attempts, 
security and transparency issues with game logic, bureaucracy 
surrounding online gaming accounts and a lack of security, causing 
reduced trust in online gaming specially casino games. The flow-on 
effect is that casino games has largely gone offline, either via legal 
gaming rooms or underground illegal rooms which have all gained in 
popularity.

We have analyzed online gaming from a geographical perspective 
and mapped out a summary on how we see the current landscape, 
pointing out potential growth regions taking into our account our 
blockchain application can address the aforementioned issues.
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Gaming

Blockchain can take the gaming industry a step further. Blockchain in the 
gaming industry can provide transparency, can provide assets earned by 

the gamer.

They could even port them between different games, opening up new 
avenues of value for the sector. Decentralization could help smaller 

developers wrest control from the small handful of big gaming studios 
that dominate the space.

Therefore, application-specific blockchains are what’s necessary to 
create a successful marriage of blockchain and gaming. However, to take 
it a step further, we need to ensure that individual games can continue 

to have different economic incentives.

Therefore, basing a single game on a single blockchain is the only way to
make sure that we can address the gap. In the blockchain, the accounts
of the players can be easily verified and can be incentives in real-time.

The BITCOIN WEB3 Coin can be distributed to the NFT holders. Our
vision is to provide a platform for gamers across the world, where they 

can actually own the assets earned by them and provide an environment 
where they can have a healthy competition and build an exciting 

community for them.
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NFT (Non-Fungible Token)

NFT stands for non-fungible token, which basically means that 
it's a one-of-a-kind digital asset that belongs to you and you only. 
The most popular NFTs right now include artwork and music, but 

can also include videos and even tweets.

At a very high level, most NFTs are part of the Ethereum 
blockchain. Ethereum is a cryptocurrency, like bitcoin or dogecoin, 

but its blockchain also supports these NFTs, which store extra 
information that makes them work differently from, say, an ETH 

coin. It is worth noting that other blockchains can implement their 
own versions of NFTs.

NFTs can really be anything digital (such as drawings, music, your 
brain downloaded and turned into an AI), but a lot of the current 

excitement is around using the tech to sell digital art.

NFTs are designed to give you something that can’t be copied: 
ownership of the work (though the artist can still retain the 

copyright and reproduction rights, just like with physical artwork).
To put it in terms of physical art collecting: anyone can buy a 

Monet print. But only one person can own the original.
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Metaverse

Metaverse is a virtual or semi-virtual world that can be accessed using 
Virtual and/or augmented reality headsets, each giving a different 

experience.

Metaverse is the hypothesized next iteration of the internet, supporting 
decentralized, persistent online 3D virtual environments. It is a virtual 

world that is accessible via a virtual-reality headset, augmented-reality 
glasses, smartphones, PCs, and game consoles.

The metaverse is the next evolution of social connection. Our company’s 
vision is to help bring the metaverse to life, so we are changing our 

name to reflect our commitment to this future.

3D spaces in the metaverse will let you socialize, learn, collaborate and 
play in ways that go beyond what we can imagine. Listen to Mark 

Zuckerberg share our vision for bringing the metaverse to life together.
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Tokenomics

Total Supply - 21,000,000

Staking - 30%
ICO / IDO Pre-Sale - 20% 

Airdrops & Referrals - 20% 
Marketing - 20%

Team Management - 10%
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Major Problems
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You are not in control of your funds !

One of the key problems identified above is that confidence has
been lost in the deposit and withdrawal process which is the pillar of any
online gaming system - put simply you are not in control of your own
funds! If you transfer money to an international casino room, or cash out
winnings, you are often at the mercy of the payment processor, casino
rooms or bank’s bureaucracy as to the timing of those funds, if they get
processed at all. There are increasing KYC requirements, blocking of
transactions and in some cases accounts have been banned and funds
frozen or confiscated altogether. Impacts vary on a region by-region
basis, with some regions unable to transfer outside their country at all,
or customers face charges from between 7 and 12 % to facilitate these
transactions by third party brokers, often acting in black markets.

The technology is not transparent !

The lack of transparency in technology has been the number one 
concern around online gaming is game integrity and fairness. It’s been 
the number one question since online gaming began and the number 
one thing complained about by gaming communities across the world.

Blockchain can solve this problem! Their concerns range across different 
issues. One of their first concerns is whether random number

generators (RNGs) in casino games are truly random or could be
exploited. Until now, this has never been fully resolved and remains an 

area of distrust.

Game integrity fears reached fever pitch during the Absolute 
online casino scandal when it was uncovered that there was systematic 
cheating via a backdoor entry that allowed some accounts to see other

players hold cards. The icing on the cake was the Ponzi scheme How 
many millions were lost during this scandal? The above-mentioned 

examples are some “highlights” of what has been a “troubled” past for 
the industry, but there are other examples, which are too numerous to 

mention.
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Major Problems
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Withdrawals are still problematic despite technological advances!

Even if you are playing at a reputable room with a fair game, problems 
exist around payment processing. The timeframe for withdrawals takes 

at least two full days and much longer in some regions. With smaller 
networks that have less established payment processing solutions, 

withdrawals can take weeks, even months. Some gaming rooms still 
send a cheques in the mail! It seems every area of internet games has

had significant progress over the last decade except payment processing; 
which has perhaps gone backwards. This reduces trust in online poker
and demotivates players. While players are waiting for withdrawals to 
be processed, they often lose the funds playing casino games as well.

Sharks swallow fish!

Given that online casino gaming is regarded as a game of skill, another 
issue with online casino games is that “smart” money tends to dominate 

recreational players resulting in a high burn rate for the recreational 
segment of the market. If recreational players are nurtured well from 

the outset then they become loyal participants and add significantly to 
the ecosystem, but managing new players is essential. Smart money 
comes in a range of formats. The “ethically” based players that have 

developed a high level of skill in the game and the “unethical” or shady 
side of the industry including algorithmic/machine learning bots that 
prey on recreational players and teams colluding by having more than 

one player at a table.

In fact, the online poker scene has matured significantly and the 
combination of the above factors means that recreational players have 

never been at a greater disadvantage. Winning accounts are often fueled 
by rakeback incentives and other loyalty based promotions further 

exacerbating their advantage. The knowledge gap between recreational 
and smart money has been a driving force killing of liquidity for many 
years. It’s been a significant reason for the plateauing of online poker.

https://btcweb3.org/


How BITCOIN WEB3 Along with 
BITCOIN WEB3 Coin can tackle these 

problems
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The blockchain revolution has the potential to solve the key challenges 
identified above. It’s perhaps the biggest hope for the future of the 

industry. BITCOIN WEB3 App is an online gaming platform which uses a 
fully decentralized programmatic set of smart contracts using advanced 

blockchain technologies via Ethereum and other blockchain technologies 
like Binance Smart Chain. These processes will help eliminate/limit the 

major online gaming problems we are facing today.

Crypto Currency Based Online Gaming Platform

BITCOIN WEB3 Coin will operate on Binance smart contract based 
cryptocurrency protocols and will introduce a new cryptocurrency called 

a BITCOIN WEB3 Coin. The most important advantage of using our 
BITCOIN WEB3 Coin cryptocurrency is you can buy it online no matter 

what geographic region you reside in. The second advantage is the 
speed of processing. Players can fund or withdraw from their BITCOIN 
WEB3 Coin account instantaneously. As a consequence the BITCOIN 

WEB3 Coin has enormous utility.

The BITCOIN WEB3 Coin will be available globally and can be purchased 
and tradable via reputable third party exchanges regardless of the 

jurisdiction of the purchaser; however, the BITCOIN WEB3 Coin can only 
be used on the BITCOIN WEB3 Coin platform from places where it is 

legally permissible to do so. But one can swap it to exchange it with BNB 
Coin. In other words, the BITCOIN WEB3 Coin can be used to play all the 

games on the BITCOIN WEB3 Coin Platform by any person who has 
rightful possession of the BITCOIN WEB3 Coin and is situated in a 

Permitted Jurisdiction. Permitted Jurisdictions, include (a) jurisdictions 
where Online Casino Game is legal because it is considered a game of 
skill; (b) Jurisdictions where Online Casino is licensed by a legitimate 

authority, or (c) Jurisdictions where Online Casino is not governed by the 
laws of the jurisdiction where the person is situated.

https://btcweb3.org/


This process addresses two of the major concerns identified above. 
It opens up previously closed geographical markets and bypasses banks, 
e-wallets and other third-party brokers who create distrust in the online

gaming community and cause payment delays. Below you will find a 
depiction that demonstrates how the BITCOIN WEB3 Coin will flow 

through the BITCOIN WEB3 App ecosystem.

Anonymity

Smart contracts will guarantee the token holders’ anonymity and safety. 
Backed by solid legal opinions worldwide, the gaming room will operate 
with maximally simplified registration process, avoiding redundant user 

personal data collection

5% Back To Community

Although there are obvious benefits to a blockchain gaming site, the 
most important element to success is providing as much value to 

customers as possible to players. Every month no less than 25% of the 
revenue raised will be returned to the community through various 

promotions including rake races, daily tournaments, jackpots etc. This is 
very important part of this project as these tools will ensure player 

loyalty through rewards.

Not only that, these monthly contributions will reach players 
pockets and keep tokens circulating for a significant time period.
•Daily and Weekly Tournaments : Each day we will schedule 
tournaments with additional BITCOIN WEB3 Coin bonuses added.
• Leaderboards : Leaderboards will award active recreational players.
•Jackpot : After development of this feature we’re going to contribute 
15% of our monthly revenues to jackpots.
• Bounties : Through various promotions we will reward players who will
bring other players to the network (refer-a-friend). In addition to this,
we will reward players who play in our play money app version before 
the ICO with real BITCOIN WEB3 Coin coins.
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•Loyalty Program : After development of loyalty program, players will 
be able to earn points from various games and limits.

Why You Should By Our BITCOIN WEB3 Coin Coin & 
Hold It

Holders of BITCOIN WEB3 Coin post ICO will benefit from an 
automatic increase in the price of BITCOIN WEB3 Coin not only as

demand for coins increases but because of a unique BITCOIN WEB3 Coin 
Algorithm, price of the coin will go up automatically as on every 

transaction 5% of the transaction will automatically added to liquidity 
and will be locked forever. Not only this 5% will also be distributed 

among holders based on their holding percentage.

The only way for any gaming fan to play at BITCOIN WEB3 App is
to buy coins at market rates. If the site grows, as outlined above, so will
the price of BITCOIN WEB3 Coin coins, this will result in more utility and
use on the platform. BITCOIN WEB3 App will release 21 Million BITCOIN

WEB3 Coin tokens into the market and this amount will be fixed.
Newcomers to the site after ICO, or those who have lost and need to

chip up again, will need to buy additional BITCOIN WEB3 Coin. To do this, 
they will need to buy BITCOIN WEB3 Coin on the exchange from holders 
of BITCOIN WEB3 Coins looking to cash out, these transactions are done 

at market rates.

This structure of fixed supply and increasing demand will cause 
the price of BITCOIN WEB3 Coin to rise facilitating a significant return-
on-investment for early adopters giving them more playing power on 
the BITCOIN WEB3 App Network. Here’s simple example: if there’s 1,000
coins in the market spread evenly between 20 players with 50 coins each.

Statistically if 5% of casino players are winners in online gaming, 
eventually all the coins will end up in one player’s wallet. So the 

remaining 19 players will have to buy additional tokens in order to play 
and this demand will increase the value of all tokens.
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ROADMAP V1.0
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ROADMAP V2.0
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2024

2025

2026

2027

2028

2029

i. Press Releases with Major News 

Outlets

ii. Metaverse Concept Artwork

iii. Viral marketing campaign

i. Social Media Channels Including 

Paid

ii. Metaverse Live Testing

iii. BTCWEB3 Own Blockchain

i. Webinars & Conferences

ii. Advertising Campaigns

iii. Introduce our BTCWEB3 Game 

Concept

i. BTCWEB3 Game Mainnet Launch

ii. Lauch Decentralised Wallet

iii. Multi Blockchain Integration

iv. Sponsorship Of Industry Events, Sports, 

Culture

i. Event Bookings Start

ii. Community Building on Discord

iii. Metaverse Goes Live

i. BTCWEB3 Game Testnet Live

ii. Use Of Influencers in Crypto, Gaming

iii. Metaverse Events Such as Concerts & 

Exhibitions

https://btcweb3.org/


Important Considerations
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The health of the BITCOIN WEB3 App Platform and all technical 
developments are subject to changes in the interpretation, application 

and regulation of gaming laws in multiple jurisdictions around the world.
Sudden changes can impact the utility and value of the coin and the
health of the BITCOIN WEB3 App network. Although this document 

details the BITCOIN WEB3 App Platform and its functionality, the 
BITCOIN WEB3 Coin coin is not limited to use only on this platform.

The value of the coin will depend on the health of the platform and the 
adoption of its use by the general public, which can be impacted by

many factors that are beyond the control of BITCOIN WEB3 App. As such,
neither the BITCOIN WEB3 App, nor the BITCOIN WEB3 Coin make any 

representation as to the health of the BITCOIN WEB3 App economy 
whatsoever. In addition, the ability to trade the coin outside of BITCOIN 
WEB3 App may be impacted by third parties and their trading policies.

Again, this is beyond the control of BITCOIN WEB3 Coin and neither
BITCOIN WEB3 Coin nor BITCOIN WEB3 App have any obligations related 
to the external trading of the coin. Please be advised that this document 

was originally drafted in the English language. Consequently, and 
without limitation, this original English language version shall prevail in 
the event that there are any inconsistencies, conflicts or uncertainties, 
of any kind whatsoever, between the original English version and any 

version translated into any other languages whatsoever.
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